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Introduction
Although deep neural networks (DNNs) exhibit a re-

markable performance in various natural language processing tasks, we cannot enjoy the true potential of DNNs in
most of languages. This is because we do not have a largescale annotated corpora to train the over-parametarized
DNNs for the task in the target language.
The cross-lingual transfer learning mitigates this probThe overview of our framework on cross-lingual
transfer learning considering word order diﬀerence.

Figure 1

lem by training models on annotated data in the resourcerich (source) language (typically, English) so that the resulting models can be applied to the target language. We

In this study, we introduce methods to explicitly mit-

will hereafter refer to this setting as “zero-shot.” The

igate the problem of order diﬀerences in the pre-trained

performance of zero-shot transfer learning has been dras-

multilingual model for the zero-shot scenario (§ 2). Con-

tically improved by the pre-trained multilingual models

cretely, we propose two approaches to capture word orders

(multilingual-BERT [1]). These models are pre-trained on

in the ﬁne-tuning of multilingual-BERT (mBERT): 1) mul-

massive multilingual raw corpora and then ﬁne-tuned to

titask learning with word permutation detection task and

the target task in the source language. The resulting mod-

2) incorporating order-insensitive dependency information

els are then applied in the target language. Meanwhile, it

(Figure 1).

has been reported that the diﬀerences in word orders harm

We evaluate our methods on mutilingual part-of-speech

the performance of cross-lingual transfer between distant

tagging and named entity recognition (§ 3). Experimental

languages. Ahmad el al. [2] observed a substantial gap in
performance across diﬀerent target languages, especially

results conﬁrmed that the eﬀectiveness of our methods.

when word orders in the source and target language diﬀer.

2

Proposal

To mitigate this challenge in cross-lingual transfer across

In zero-shot learning, mBERT ﬁne-tuned in the source

distant languages, researchers explored two major ap-

language can overﬁt to the word order of the source lan-

proaches. Xia et al. [3] proposed to use dependency CNN

guage and fail to encode target languages with drastic order

to improve the performance of a multilingual model based

diﬀerences from the source, resulting in the loss in the per-

on cross-lingual word embeddings in English and Chinese

formance. Figure 1 shows an overview of our framework

sentence-level classiﬁcation. Liu et al. [4] ﬁxed the posi-

for zero-shot cross-lingual transfer learning. In the follow-

tional encoding layer of BERT to avoid overﬁtting to the

ing, we will introduce three methods to mitigate the order

word order of the source language in ﬁne-tuning. However,

diﬀerence in zero-shot cross-lingual transfer learning.

the former approach is not compatible with pre-trained
multilingual models, and the latter approach is limited to
the embedding layer and could not prevent the overﬁtting
happens in transformer layers.

2.1

Multitasking with permutation detection

To prevent the model from overﬁtting, we ﬁrst introduce
a self-supervised auxiliary task of detecting word permuta-

tion during ﬁne-tuning in the source language. We expect
that this task will identically help the model encode word
orders of the source and target languages.
For each mini-batch, we sample raw corpora from both
source and target languages. We randomly generate wordlevel permutation within one sentence with a certain probability,1）and the model will learn to distinguish whether
each token has been permutated or not. Concretely, a
token-level binary classiﬁer is added on the top of the encoder to predict whether each token is permutated. The
resulting loss is computed as

Ltotal = Ltask + 𝛼 ∗ Lperm

(1)
Figure 2

Transformer layer with head-adapter

where Ltask and Lperm are losses of the target task and permutation detection task, respectively, and 𝛼 is the hyperparameter that represents the weight for the permutation

forward network, 𝑥𝑖 and 𝑥 𝑖head .

loss, which is whether kept a constant or exponentially in-

𝑥𝑖out = FFNup (ReLU(FFNtail (𝑥𝑖 ) + FFNdep (𝑥𝑖head ))) (2)

creased/decreased across training. We use the ﬁrst subword

where FFNup , FFNtail , and FFNdep are single-layer feed-

unit in each word to calculate the loss.

forward networks.

2.2

Injecting dependency information

If we randomly initialize the adapter modules before
ﬁne-tuning, they are only exposed to the examples in the

Although the multitasking with permutation detection

source language and could be overﬁtted. Henceforth, we

can be applicable to any languages as long as raw corpora

ﬁrst trained the adapter modules on the masked language

are available, this auxiliary task is self-supervised and may

model (MLM) task on multilingual raw corpora. Simply

not convey suﬃcient supervision. Therefore, assuming a

training the entire model on MLM task requires parsed

dependency parser for the target language, we next propose

multilingual raw corpora. However, obtaining such cor-

to explicitly inject dependency information into the trans-

pora costs a signiﬁcant amount of human labour and time.

former network to prevent the model overﬁt to the surface

Therefore, we ﬁrst exploited the adapter structure proposed

orders in the source language.

by Houslby [5], and then the optimized parameters are
copied to our adapter modules. Concretely, we initial-

2.2.1

Injecting dependency heads

We ﬁrst propose to incorporate adapters [5] into the

ize both FFNdep and FFNtail by the trained parameters of
FFNdown , and the rest parts are directly copied. We only in-

transformer layers that aggregate each token with its de-

serted adapters in the ﬁrst two layers of BERT, and during

pendency head. This injection is meant to promote the

task ﬁne-tuning, both adapter modules and BERT layers

model to utilize language-independent information without relying on surface word orders that are speciﬁc to the

are trained.

source language (Figure 2).

2.2.2

Integrating dependency distance

In what follows, we explain how the output of the adapter

Despite the high precision of the multilingual parser, the

module, 𝑥𝑖out , is computed given the hidden state of a token

previously introduced approach introduce in § 2.2.1 can

𝑥𝑖 . Firstly, for each subword 𝑖, we obtain the dependency

suﬀer from pipeline error propagation. Furthermore, de-

head word token via a dependency parser. And let head𝑖 be

spite our initialization method, the resulting adapter mod-

the ﬁrst subword token of the head word token. Then, by

ules can still overﬁt to the source language during ﬁne-

the following function, we aggregate the outputs of fead-

tuning. Besides the hard encoding of dependency head
information, we propose an alternative adapter module to

1） In the experiments, we set this probability to 0.2.

integrate continuous representation corresponding to to-

3.1

Experiment settings

Data pre-processing

Injecting dependency informa-

tion (§ 2.2.1) requires dependency parsers for the source
and target languages. For this purpose, we leveraged Udify [7]. We use MeCab2）and Jieba3）to tokenize Japanese
and Chinese raw corpora for permutation in § 2.1. We
followed a sliding window approach [8] to process long
Figure 3

Transformer layer with dependency distance based adapters

sequences.
Models to compare

kens’ dependency information obtained by syntactic probing [6]. Concretely, we employ structural probing, which
projects hidden states of ﬁxed mBERT obtained by linear
projection trained to recreate the distances in the depen-

To evaluate the eﬀectiveness of

our proposal, we compared the following models:
BASE is a baseline model that ﬁne-tunes the mBERT
model on the training set in the source language.
BASE+FIX-POS-EMB ﬁxes the positional embeddings

dency trees.
Here, we let 𝑥 𝑖 be the output of the feed-forward net-

of mBERT during ﬁne-tuning [4].

work in a transformer layer corresponding to the 𝑖th token.

BASE+FIX-EMB ﬁxes the both positinal and word em-

dep

And let 𝑥𝑖

be the projected representation by structural

probing corresponding to the 𝑖th token. We aggregate the
ℎ𝑖 and

dep
ℎ𝑖

to compute the output of the adapter module

𝑥𝑖out by following

(

dep

𝑔𝑖 = 𝜎 FFNgate (𝑥𝑖 )
dep

ℎ𝑖

(3)

dep

(4)

ℎ𝑖 = (1 − 𝑔𝑖 ) ⊗ FFNdown (𝑥 𝑖 )
dep

We applies our methods to the above three models.
+PERM employs the multi-task learning with the auxiliary
task of word permutation detection (§ 2.1).

)

= 𝑔𝑖 ⊗ FFNdep (𝑥𝑖 )

𝑥 𝑖out = FFNup (ReLU(ℎ𝑖

beddings of mBERT during ﬁne-tuning.

+ ℎ𝑖 ))

(5)
(6)

where FFNdep , FFNdown , and FFNgate are feed forward layers for transforming hidden states and corresponding dependency features, 𝑔 is the gate that represents how much

+HEAD inserts the adapter modules that injects dependency head (§ 2.2).
+DEP-DIS inserts the adapter modules that integrate dependency distance (§ 2.2.2).
COMPARE Stands for control group for DEP-DIS, but
directly taking hidden layers output without projecting to
dependency-distance-space
Training

All of the models were initialized from

the model considers the dependency information for the

weights of “bert-base-multilingual-cased” acquired from

particular token, and ⊗ represents the element-wise multi-

huggingface tranformers4）[9] and trained on the training

plication. We expect that the gate module will dynamically

set of the source language (English). During the ﬁne-

decide whether or not to absorb the extracted dependency

tuning, the checkpoints are saved every epoch, and one

feature. The combined features are then projected back to
the hidden dimension of mBERT by FFNup .

that performed the best on the development set in the target

For initialization of adapters, this approach is diﬀerent

For models based on adapters (+HEAD and +DEP-

from § 2.2.1 that it takes raw corpora without parsed ones

DIS), the dimension of the hidden state within the adapters

as input. Hence, we use raw corpora and the MLM task to

is set to 384, and we sampled 100k sentences for the ini-

initialize all the parameters. The rest of the details work

tialization of adapters by the MLM task (§ 2.2.1). For

the same as § 2.2.1.

the syntactic probing (+DEP-DIS), we trained a projection

3

Experiments

language is used for testing.

from hidden states of the 7th layer from BERT to dependencies subspace.

We conduct experiments on the part of speech tagging
(POS) task and named entity recognition (NER) task to
evaluate the eﬀectiveness of our proposed methods.

2） https://taku910.github.io/mecab/
3） https://github.com/fxsjy/jieba
4） https://github.com/huggingface/transformers

setting

en(3)

es(3)

ﬁ(3)

fr(3)

et(3)

de(3)

lv(3)

ru(3)

zh(3)

hi(7)

ja(7)

la(7)

BASE
+PERM

96.99
-

86.37
86.36

85.49
85.26

89.21
89.27

85.35
85.52

90.56
90.93

81.67
81.76

88.69
88.58

67.57
66.47

69.25
71.17

50.51
53.97

71.76
71.33

BASE+FIX-POS-EMB
+PERM

96.98
-

86.51
86.27

85.46
85.24

89.34
89.24

85.46
85.56

90.54
90.85

81.64
81.77

88.87
88.59

67.52
66.63

69.58
71.00

50.70
54.88

71.76
71.44

BASE+FIX-EMB
+PERM

96.88
-

86.50
86.24

85.52
85.48

89.32
89.42

85.42
85.80

90.57
90.96

81.60
81.57

88.77
88.37

67.72
66.63

69.07
70.05

50.55
55.53

71.76
70.68

Table 1

Result for POS (accuracy). All settings were reported on 5 diﬀerent random seeds. 3 stands for languages with canonical
order of Subject-Verb-Object (SOV) and 7 stands for non-SOV languages.
en

es

nl

de

BASE
+PERM
+HEAD
+DEP-DIS
+DEP-DIS+PERM

91.01
90.98
-

74.87
74.13
75.38
74.46
74.22

78.94
79.76
79.78
80.14
80.98

70.07
71.54
71.62
72.03
72.35

BASE+FIX-POS-EMB
+PERM
+HEAD
+DEP-DIS
+DEP-DIS+PERM

91.01
91.05
-

73.76
74.71
75.56
74.88
74.80

78.72
79.24
79.77
80.02
80.76

70.53
71.63
71.86
71.86
72.09

BASE+FIX-EMB
+PERM
+HEAD
+DEP-DIS
+DEP-DIS+PERM

90.96
91.12
-

75.31
74.85
73.60
74.42
74.67

79.86
79.76
80.56
81.26
80.56

71.05
72.31
70.32
71.54
72.96

-

74.67

80.96

72.13

Setting

COMPARE+FIX-EMB
Table 2

3.3

Named Entity Recognition

For the NER task, we used CoNLL 2002 and 2003 NER
shared task [10] containing English (en), Spanish (es),
Dutch (nl), and German (de). The labels were converted
into IOB2 [11] format, and we use token-level classiﬁers
for NER prediction. The hidden state of the ﬁrst subword
unit of each token is used for the prediction.
Table 2 shows the results on NER. We observed that
the performance in Dutch beneﬁted from injecting dependencies the most. Among all the languages, Dutch
shares the most common features with English. This is
opposed to our previous assumption that leveraging dependency helps distance cross-lingual transfer. In German, the multi-task learning with the word permutation

Entity level F1 score for NER. All settings were
averaged on 5 diﬀerent random seeds

detection (+PERM) improved models’ performance with
robust increment, comparing all the settings with or without +PERM. German is relatively “diﬀerent” from English

3.2

Part Of Speech tagging

among the target languages, showing that permutation de-

In the POS tagging task, we leveraged the "upos" ﬁled
from Universal Dependency v2.3 treebanks,5） the treebanks selection follows [2]. Since POS is usually solved as
a subtask of dependency parsing, it is impractical to have
data for parsing without POS annotated. Therefore, we
only test the impact of +PERM in this section.
Table 1 showed the results on POS tagging.

As

our expectation, multi-tasking with the permutation task
(+PERM) yielded solid improvement over BASE in German and Japanese (ja). In contrast, the results in Latin
(la) and Chinese (zh) were opposed to our expectations.
It worth mention that mBERT leveraged a brutal way of
tokenization on Japanese, which could be one reason for
the abnormal pattern in our results.

tection is proﬁtable for the NER task.

4

Conclusions
In this paper, we investigate three methods of mitigat-

ing order diﬀerences in source and target languages in the
mBERT-based cross-lingual transfer. We observed that
our proposal yields improvements in token-level classiﬁcation, yet the gain is limited. In our future research, we
plan to 1) leverage ﬁne-grained dependency features and 2)
ﬁnd an auxiliary task that is purely related to word order,
baring that current proposal permutation detection is not
independent of the understanding of semantic.
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5） https://universaldependencies.org
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A

hyper-parameters
parameter

value

adam epsilon

1e-8

learning rate

2e-5

max epoch

5

batch size

16

dropout rate

0.2

hidden perm

384

dropout perm
learning rate perm

0.2
0.5

Table 3

hyper-parameters for POS.

parameter

value

adam epsilon

1e-8

learning rate

2e-5

max epoch
batch size
dropout rate
hidden perm
reduction factor

6
16
0.2
384
2

dropout perm

0.2

learning rate perm

0.1

Table 4

hyper-parameters for NER.

